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We report a new record total-area efficiency of 19�9% for CuInGaSe2-based thin-film solar cells. Improved

performance is due to higher fill factor. The device was made by three-stage co-evaporation with a modified

surface termination. Growth conditions, device analysis, and basic film characterization are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Record-efficiency devices are of interest for several

reasons. First, they provide a proof of concept for

developing products that require higher power per

area, lower cost per watt, or higher watts per kg.

Perhaps more importantly, understanding the sensi-

tivities and physical mechanisms that lead to improved

efficiency can help improve yield and efficiency for a

variety of deposition processes. This paper describes a

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cell with record 19�9%
total-area efficiency demonstrated at the National

Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).

FILM GROWTH

The device structure is as follows: soda-lime glass

(SLG) substrate, sputtered Mo back contact, three-

stage co-evaporated CIGS, chemical-bath-deposited

(CBD) CdS, sputtered resistive/conductive ZnO

bi-layer, e-beam-evaporated Ni/Al grids, MgF2 anti-

reflective coating, and photolithographic device

isolation. These device layers have been described

in previous publications.1–5 Figure 1 shows logged

CIGS deposition data from the 19�9% device, M2992.

The graph reflects slight optimizations to deposition

times and temperatures that have been made since

earlier publications. Deposition rates are shown in the

top portion of the graph. The thick lines represent

metal (Cu, In, Ga) rate setpoints, and the thin lines

show metals rate monitor data. Metals rates are read

from the left axis, and Se rate is read from the right

axis. The Se rate exhibits some unintentional

oscillations, due to mismatch between the control

parameters and the thermal mass of the newly filled

boat. Zero-rate background signals were removed

from the graph. The lower portion of Figure 1 shows

temperature data. The left axis of the graph presents

a full-scale view of the lamp and substrate tempera-

tures. The right axis shows an expanded view of the

substrate temperature, with the slight temperature dip
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illustrating the sample emissivity change during the

portion of the deposition when the sample is Cu rich.6

Processing of the record device differed from that

previously described in three respects. Most notably,

the third stage was terminated without Ga.7 Through

the majority of the deposition, Ga and In fluxes were

delivered in the typical Ga/(InþGa)�0�3 ratio.

However, during the last 10 s of the deposition, about

25 Åof In were delivered in the absence of Ga. Second,

after the deposition was terminated, the sample was

subjected to a 2�5-min anneal in Se while the sample

temperature was maintained at �6008C. Third, a

2-min, 2008C air anneal was performed after the CdS

deposition. Similar anneals have yielded small

improvements in fill factor and voltage for devices

with efficiencies greater than 15%.8 We believe that

these three empirical processing changes create a

near-surface region in the CIGS with reduced

recombination.

DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION

The current–voltage characteristics of the 19�9%-

efficient device were measured by the Device

Performance Group9 at NREL under AM1�5 global

spectrum at 258C. Total-area device parameters are as

follows: open-circuit voltage (Voc)¼ 0�690V, short-

circuit current density (Jsc)¼ 35�5mA/cm2, fill factor

(FF)¼ 81�2%, efficiency¼ 19�9%, and device area¼
0�419 cm2. The uncertainty in the efficiency measure-

ment is estimated at 3% relative.

Figure 2 compares the relative quantum efficiency

(QE) of the new record device with those of four earlier

record devices. The new device is within the envelope

of the older record devices in terms of CdS thickness

(deduced from absorption around 450 nm) and optical

bandgap (as evidenced by the long-wavelength

response cut-off). Normalizing the relative QE to the

measured short-circuit current implies that the

maximum value of the external QE is 96�5% at 824 nm.

The first six columns of Table I list the current

density–voltage (J–V) parameters for each device

graphed in Figure 2. Although Voc and Jsc are similar to

the older devices, the new device demonstrates a clear

improvement in FF. In fact, the 81�2% FF exceeds

previous thin-film records for this parameter.10 Diode

analysis of the J–V data11 indicates that the improved

FF is due to decreased recombination, not series

resistance. The last three columns Table I compare

series resistance R, diode quality factor A, and diode

saturation current density J0 for each of the devices of

Figure 2. A clear drop in diode quality factor and

saturation current has accompanied the recent effi-

ciency improvement. In Figure 3, the associated

increased slope of the log J–V plot is apparent, either

whether one views the raw data (Figure 3a), or data

Figure 1. Deposition data for CIGS film M2992.

Figure 2. Relative quantum efficiency of five record NREL

devices.
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with the x-axis corrected for series resistance

(Figure 3b).

A decrease in recombination would normally be

expected to produce an increase in FF and Voc.

However, in the new device, the deposition was ended

with a small amount of In, without Ga. Voc is

determined by Ga content in the space-charge region

(SCR), including that at the surface of the CIGS;12,13

therefore, we hypothesize that the method of reducing

recombination presented here is achieved at the price

of a slightly lower bandgap in a portion of the SCR, and

thus no Voc increase is achieved. Minimum bandgap,

which is the main determinant of Jsc, occurs about

0�5mm into the film and is unchanged by near-surface

variations.

FILM CHARACTERIZATION

Film composition and orientation are similar to those

of previous record devices.1,2,14 As measured by

electron-probe microanalysis using 20-kV electrons,

the atomic Cu ratio, Cu/(InþGa), is 0�81. The atomic

Ga ratio, Ga/(InþGa), is 0�30. Auger electron

spectroscopy and sputter depth profiling indicate the

typical notch profile in the Ga ratio. X-ray diffraction

indicates a strong <220/204> orientation.

An examination of the effect of the modified surface

processing on film composition was performed via

Auger electron spectroscopy in conjunction with a

slow sputter depth profiling. Results are shown in

Figure 4. The circles in Figure 4 represent data from

the 19�9% device. The triangles show data from CIGS

made using an identical recipe but omitting the In-only

termination. Hollow symbols indicate Ga ratio and are

Figure 3. Log current plus photocurrent versus voltage,

without (a) or with (b) x axis correction for series resistance,

illustrating difference in slope between recent devices.

Table I. Comparison of parameters extracted from J–V analysis of recent record NREL devices

Device Area (cm2) Efficiency (%) Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm2) FF (%) R (V-cm2) A J0 (mA/cm2)

C1068-2 0.450 18.8 678 35.2 78.7 0.41 1.30 5.3� 10�8

S2051-A1 0.408 19.2 689 35.7 78.1 0.27 1.48 5.2� 10�7

C1675-11 0.406 19.3 668 36.2 79.6 0.14 1.29 6.5� 10�8

C1812-11 0.409 19.5 692 35.2 79.9 0.24 1.33 6.4� 10�8

M2992-11 0.419 19.9 690 35.5 81.2 0.37 1.14 2.1� 10�9

Figure 4. Atomic ratios near the CIGS surface, as measured

by Auger spectroscopy. Hollow symbols indicate Ga ratio

(left axis), and solid symbols indicate Cu ratio (right axis).

Circles represent data from the record device, and triangles

represent data from a film made with the identical recipe, but

omitting the In-only termination.
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read from the left axis. Filled symbols indicate Cu ratio

and are read from the right axis. The 19�9% CIGS

exhibits a slightly lower Ga ratio near the surface of the

film than does the comparison piece, suggesting that

some vestige of the In-only termination survives the

high-temperature processing. The Cu ratio for both

films shows reduced values near the surface, typical of

the defect chalcopyrites15 found in high-efficiency

devices.

Figure 5 shows a scanning electron microscope

(SEM) cross section and plan view of a portion of the

CIGS/Mo/SLG film that was not finished into devices.

As expected, the cross section (Figure 5a) shows large

grains extending from the back to the front of the film.

The CIGS is 2�2mm thick via SEM cross-section or by

mechanical profilometer. This thickness is about

0�5mm thinner than previous record devices. As

improved performance in the record device was due to

decreased recombination rather than decreased series

resistance, the thinner absorber layer is not likely an

essential characteristic of the improved device. An

atypical feature of the plan view (Figure 5b) is the

appearance of voids in the CIGS. Other work has

linked voids in CIGS with excess Se,16 thus these voids

may be a product of the fluctuation of the Se rate to

high values (see Figure 1).

CONCLUSIONS

A new record efficiency of 19�9% was demonstrated

for a CIGS solar cell. The device exhibits significantly

lower recombination and higher fill factor than earlier

devices. Slight modifications to the CIGS surface are

believed to be responsible for the improved perform-

ance.
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